
Telekom, Hungary’s leading telecommunication service provider is teaming up with other key 

players and foundations to help digitalizing Hungary’s literature from its very beginning till 

today. 

Encourage people to participate in the digitalization process. Raise awareness and commitment

Drive traffic and reach a wide audience with great conversion.

100.000 EUR annually for media

Hungarian media consumers, both home and abroad. Digital natives, learners, and 

telecommunication service users.

This is a five year programme starting on the anniversary of the first ever printed Hungarian book, 

5th June

Background

Aim

Budget

Target group

Timing



Threaten for disappearance of old books (in fire, 

crumble) 

Lack of old Hungarian book digitalization

01

Living in online world rather than real

Young TG is digital natives

02

There can be different hooks/incentives that make a 

crowdsourced idea work: academic interest, charity, money, fun/ 

against boredom, community participation, forced participation, 

self-benefit from the product, and interest in the content

Crowdsourcing

04

INSIGHTS

The digital content consumption is rapidly growing, and 

Telekom standing for digital access and capability for 

all.

Consuming digital content

03



CHALLANGES

Connect all TG with

different needs for 1 aim

Teenagers -Judit Adults -Anna

Parents -Éva Seniors -István

Find an appropiate

technical solution
Activate people

In case of older books the

content can’t be read easily.

OCR softwares is not a 

solution as it make errors 

human knowledge is needed.

Books are already scanned

but also have to be typed.

We need to digitalize huge

amount of content, which cois

very time consuming. 

We have to activate a lot of 

people, and encourage them to

participate in the process. 

Crowdsourcing needs crowds, 

so we have to consider how 

can we get them and make 

people gladly volunteer to be 

part of the digitalization. 



Activate all Hungarian

people via appropiate

touchpoints with the aim of 

feeling they have

contributed to Hungarian

literature through Telekom 

Digital Book Month

STRATEGIC IDEA



TELEKOM DIGITAL BOOK MONTH

Inform, involve and inspire

population to be part of the digital

month via paid and owned media

Population

Via partner be visible on book

festival in April and June to raise

awareness for the campaign

Partner with writers

To upload their books to the

website 

Partner with libraries, schools

To upload digitalized books and 

incite people to further involvement

Partner with MMKE

Telekom is visible via digital and 

off-line media as main supporter of 

the digitalization of Hungarian

literature

Microsite is created

telekomdigitalbookmonth.hu

which ensure continuous

availability of the books to be 

digitalized.  

Telekom as projekt owner



TIMING

Main aim is to build

awareness for

digitalization

Yearly Recurrence

2018 May 5th June

Anniversary of 

the first

ever printed 

Hungarian 

book

2019 May 2023

HEAVY UPKICK START ONGOING

NEW
RETARGET 

those who made any

activation

Building further awareness and via retargeting

engagement

7-11th 

June

Books’ 

week

Telekom Digital 

Book Month



KICK START
Judit saw an Instagram

post from her favourite

Influencer, about the digital

book month, which is just a 

few days from now.

Influencers and bloggers from all ages will participate in our

#telekomdigitalbookmonth challenge (type as many words as you

can) and inspire other people to participate in the digitalization

process through our microsite. (all social media platforms)

incentive: community participation

TV teaser campaign

5 sec spot and sponsor spot campaign to raise

awareness of Telekom Digital Book Month

G

GDN campaigns with wide targeting. Banners with examples. 

(Can you spot the errors between the picture and the OCD created

errors?)

incentive: fun and against boredom

T
Teaser campaign on Telekom owned social media platforms. (FB, 

Instagram posts) 

Anna saw a Telekom FB 

post about a new initiative

which is connected to

books and culture.

Éva searched through some

parenting websites, where she

saw an ad about an old book. 

She found that interesting, 

maybe this can also help her

to show her kids that reading

is part of our history?

Gábor saw a short TV ad 

about digital book month. 

Since he loves to read, he 

wrote down it into his

calendar.

FB and Instagram reach and frequency campaign

Paid media Owned media Earned media



HEAVY UP PERIOD
Interactive Digital citylight

People needs to wait until next tram is coming. To speed up time

let’s contribute to Hungarian literature by typing in a content from a 

given book.  Area: 4-6 tram Budapest. Reward is to get to know

writer and title of the typed content.  Incentive: interest in the

content, against boredom

TV spot campaign

During this 30 sec spot, visit the website through phone dekstop or

smart TV and participate in the digitalization process. Incentive: fun, 

against boredom

CL

Books’ week June

To raise awareness for the digitalization and involve book lovers

build a stand at the event., where they can also type in sentences.

Incentive: fun, community participation

EVENT

Smart TV message from Telekom

Providing uncoded TV access for limited period in case typing a word

based on a scanned book picture. Incentive: fun, money

SMS and DM

SMS message / DM to Telekom users with a picture to type a 

word/sentence to the website, and they will receive back the author

and title of the book: Incentive: fun, interest in the content

FB and Instagram posts

Post 3-4 picture of scanned books per week and lead them to the

website for typing, and receiving the author and title. Incentive: 

interest in the content.
Paid media Owned media Earned media

Judit saw an Interesting

Instagram picture from an 

old book. She visited the

website, and typed in the

text, to recieve the title. 

She might going to read

the whole book.

Anna saw a CL while

waiting for the tram. She

quickly went to the website, 

and typed in a few words, 

until the tram arrived.

Éva watched TV with her

family. During Telekom ad she

grabbed her phone and typed

in some words. She even

showed it to her kids.

Gábor has an IPTV. He 

recieved a message that

he can participate in the

digitalization process. He 

grabbed the remove

controller and typed in a 

few words.



ONGOING

Smart TV message from Telekom

The users can decide that they want to recieve the messages

regurally or not.

SMS and DM

DM those who clicked on „Interested” button will recieve emails/SMS

with new pictures. On the microsite they can subscribe to monthly

newsletters.

FB and Instagram ongoing traffic campaign

Traffic campaign and retargeting to drive relevant traffic to the

website.

G
GDN

Engaged user remarketing, GDN targeting

AdWords Search campaigns

E

Earned media

Facebook and Instagram posts, YT videos with #digitalbookmonth. 

Everybody who participate in the challenge can show in these posts, 

that how much they helped with the digitalization process.

Judit has already typed in 

500 words through the

website, and shared this

result with her friends.

Anna saw in a banner that

the digitalization process

continues, and told it to her

friends, so they can also

participate during the

whole year.

Éva subsribed to a monthly

newsletter, where she

recieves up to date

information about the

digitalization process, and 

keeps reminding her that her

knowledge is needed.

Gábor keeps recieving

new pictures on his TV, he 

showed it even to his

grandsons.

Paid media Owned media Earned media



SUM UP, HOW IT WILL WORK?

RESULTS

Collection of Hungarian literature a

vailable for free for all the people

Raise awareness for reading

National Collaboration

KICK START

HEAVY UP PERIOD

COOPERATION WITH

LIBRARIES, SCHOOLS, 

MMKE, AND WRITERS

During the Kick Start period, we build awareness

and make people know about Telekom Digital Book

Month. Our influencers also start a challange as an 

example.

We continue with the awareness building but also

engage peaople, and make them start the

digitalization process through our innovative ads.

We continue our communication during the year, and 

retarget users who actively participated in the

campaign before as well as make new participants

through both paid, owned and earned media.

ONGOING


